Level VI The Prophet Moses Takes “Marrianna” On Sacred
Journey’s Through Higher Dimensions
14. Feminine Wisdom for New Human Template
Downloaded Through your Chakra System
Beloved Moses and “Marrianna”
Beloved Moses, I invite you to come sit with me this afternoon and
Share your Gifts of Sacred wisdom.
“My Child, Greetings this fine day to you. Much is happening in your
life and to your loved ones and friends, is it not? Notice how you are able
to ride the waves with them better than in the past. Your Heart still Feels
their Pain, Sorrow and Disappointment, but you are able to detach
quicker from their Trauma and Drama, yet you are still impacted due to
your Love for them. However, you are able to See it come full circle for
them and then point out that the negative experience turned into a
positive growing experience for them and they can see the good in what
they have experienced. They are wiser and have stepped out of their
mud puddle as you call it. In time this will become effortless effort for
you without you experiencing any of the Trauma or Drama because you’ll
know that all experiences are for all humanity’s Learning experience.
That similar experience will recur until there is No Doubt and No
Reaction. Then it will be in balance and the next experience will come
forth to be experienced so it can be learned. That is how It Is in the
University of Earth, what you call the School of Hard Knocks.”
“Continue your new plan for walking and eating differently. Be
gentle to yourself as these old habits have been with you for a very long
time. You will be pleased in the changes in your Health, Weight and
Energy levels. Worry Not, for it is a change of life for you, not just a diet.
It would serve you to keep track of what you eat that is not on the diet so
you have a visual to assist in your awareness. Notice how as you chart for
what you should do and eat, it has kept you more aware. This will be of
service to you.”
“Now take a deep breath and relax into the music and drop down to
your base chakra. Notice how you Feel. Describe what you are
experiencing.”

As I entered through my tenth chakra it was like I pushed a stack of
cards that were standing, and touching each other, to unfold opening
wide to Golden Stairs for each of my chakras. The chakras were all in
their regular Beautiful colors but Bubbling up my Body as I stepped on
each stair. I could Feel the Liquid Warm Light move up my Body as I
touched each very wide step of the different chakras. I could Feel the
Bubbles and I knew they were clearing old residue off the walls and the
inside of each chakra. It happened very quickly and I could see the
Bubbles disappear and Golden Bright Light with the color of that chakra
Shining Through. I could Feel what Felt like a vacuum removing all the old
Beliefs I had based on my many experiences. I Feel completely different
as I stand in my Base or Root chakra in Wonderment, Excitement and
Gratitude! I can Feel pulsing coming from my Lower Body through my
feet.
Moses shares, “It is the Christ Light from the Divine Mother that
comes from the Iron Core Crystal Grid. It is pulsing New Feminine
Wisdom and Sacred Knowledge.”
It is vibrating up within and through each of my chakras and into my
seventh chakra and Crystal Bed in the Back of my Head, where this Higher
Sacred Wisdom will be Downloaded into my New Human Template.
“Know also a special Sacred Pathway has appeared from your Head
to your Heart for dual access from the Higher Dimensions so you can
easily share with those in the third Dimension and Higher. Worry Not if
you will do this right, just know it has been Gifted to you as you have
requested. The ability to use it to the Highest Good for all has also been
Downloaded per your request. Know that most of the Higher Wisdom is
directed and overseen by your Higher Self. You have prepared yourself
for these Gifts. Allow them to blend and merge within your entire
Beingness. Know you will never be given anything you cannot handle or
that will become negative or harmful to you. You are Love, your
Intentions are Pure. Your Gifts have been Downloaded.”
“How do you Feel, my Beautiful One who is Aglow with Light?”
Wonderful and Full of Wonderment! I Thank You so very much for
all you share with me!

“My Pleasure, for we are all assisting in your Re-Awakening. So It Is.
So Be It! Peace Be With You.” “I am Moses Your Master Guide and
Friend.”
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